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Item Hire 

locally?

Client notes Winter 

Skills/Guiding 

(Client)

Baselayer Synthetic / merino recommended. Essential

Buff/neck gaiter Optional

Gloves, mountaineering/ski (spare) Essential

Hat Good if it fits under a helmet :) Essential

Gloves, mountaineering/ski Check they are waterproof. Essential

Jacket, insulated A down or synthetic jacket is highly recommended. Down is 

a bit lighter and warmer, but synthetic less affected by wet 

weather.

Optional

Jacket, waterproof Ensure it is a breathable fabric, has taped seams (does not 

apply to Paramo) and a hood. Good designs are available 

from all the main manufacturers.

Essential

Mid layer(s), technical Fleece, softshell or wool. Essential

Socks, walking Essential

Trousers, trekking Quick drying and lightweight synthetic trousers or leggings 

are recommended. No jeans.
Essential

Trousers, waterproof Good waterproof, breathable designs are widely available. Optional

Transceiver Yes Recommended batteries: regular alkaline, ie: NOT 

rechargeable, NOT Lithium. Charge should show minimum 

50%. Older analogue models are not recommended.

Optional

Goggles, bag Essential

Sunglasses Optional

First aid kit Small personal kit might include blister plasters, etc. Optional

High energy snacks Avoid those with lots of fiddly wrappers! Optional

Gaiters Excellent for deep snow or muddy conditions. Optional

Lunch Essential

Boots (mountain) Yes Leather or waterproof-lined fabric. Check they will take 

your crampons safely, if you are doing a winter mountain 

day.

Essential

Drink bladder Excellent way of staying hydrated. Beware they can freeze 

easily in winter. 
Optional

Drink bottle Optional

Thermos Flask Optional

Medication, personal If, required, ensure you have any medications (including 

spares). 
Essential

Ski poles Yes Recommended instead of trekking poles.

Trekking poles Yes Optional

Avalanche probe Yes Aluminium or carbon. Optional

Shovel Yes Metal blades are better than plastic. Optional

Walking crampons Hire locally 10 or 12 points acceptable. Any binding, but check they are 

compatible with your boots.
Essential

Map case, large/spare Optional item. Essential

Compass Silva Type 4 recommended. Essential

Waterproof rucksack liner Very few rucksacks are waterproof and 'rain covers' rarely 

work in prolonged downpours.
Essential

Drybag(s) Roll-top drybags will keep your kit dry. Strong 

carrier/rubble bags are also effective.
Optional

Watch Essential

Helmet Enquire Recommended. Essential

Multitool Check it has the attachments/bits you need. Optional

Sit/bivvy mat Optional

Survival bag Essential

Whistle Recommended Optional

Suncream Optional
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